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Abstract

1 Introduction.

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the relationship between the interpretations of non-deterministic programs using the upper (total correctness) powerdomain on the one
hand and the lower (partial correctness) powerdomain on
the other. It is shown that there is a close semantic relationship between these two interpretations which suggests
the formulation of a new operator called the mixed powerdomain. It is shown that the mixed powerdomain has
many pleasing domain-theoretic and algebraic properties.
The mixed powerdomain is closely related to new powerdomains which have been recently investigated as mathematical models of partial information in databases. Some
of the basic intuitions captured by such structures may have
uses for the specitication of non-deterministic computations.
The paper includes a sample non-deterministic programming language and a semantics using the mixed powcrdomain.

The literature on the denotational semantics of nondeterministic programs has focused on the use of three operators known as the upper, lower and convex powerdomains
(sometimes also known as the Smyth, Hoare and Plotkin
powerdomains respectively). Each of the three powerdomains reflects a different attitude about what the semantics
is trying to capture about the meaning of a program. However, it is my goal in this paper to explore the idea that
there is a fourth view of program meaning which is not
fully captured by these three operators. In particular, I will
present a kind of generalization of the convex powerdomain
called the mixed powerdomain. The mixed powerdomain
generalizes the convex powerdomain by allowing the “total
correctness component” of program meaning to differ from
the “partial correctness component” of program meaning.
Structures based on a closely related intuition have been
found useful in research on mathematical models of partial
information in databases [BDW88, B086, BJ089j and it is
my belief that some of the results that have been uncovered there may be relevant in the study of the semantics of
non-deterministic programs. (Just as the research on powerdomains has influenced this research on databases.)
A powerdomain is a “computable” analog of the powerset
operator. They were introduced in the 1970’s as a tool for
providing semantics for programming languages with nondeterminism, For such applications, the powerset operator
was unsatisfactory for basically the same reasons that the
full function space was unusable for the semantics of certain features of sequential programming languages (such as
higher-order procedures and dynamic scoping). In the full
powerset, there are loo many sets and this causes problems
for the solution of recursive domain equations. Hence, such
applications call for a more parsimonious theory of subsets,
based on a concept of non-deterministic computability.
The study of powerdomains has revealed many interest-
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ing connections between the semantics of programming languages and traditional topics of mathematical research in
topology and category theory as well as ideas from logic.
It is the goal of this paper to exploit some of Ihe intuitions
learned from these lines of research. The seminal work on
powerdomains and their application in programming language semantics was G. Plotkin’s paper [Plo76] on what
is often called the Plotkin powerdomain. Subsequent research by M. B. Smyth [Smy78] led to the discovery of
two similar constructions often called the Smyth and Noare
powerdomains. These three powerdomains have been used
widely in programming language theory, and they have also
sparked a body of theoretical research into their properties.,
and relationships to similar constructions in Mathematics.
Smyth [Smy83] demonstrated a close connection between
the Smyth and Hoare powerdomains and the concepts of upper and lower semi-continuity respectively. He also found
that the Plotkin powerdomain was related to what is known
as the Vietoris consrrucfion from topology. This research
led Smyth to suggest the names for the three powerdomains
which I will use below: upper @myth), lower (Hoare) and
convex (Plotkin). The categorical significance of the powerdomains was demonstrated by Hennessy and Plotkin [HP791
who proved that each of the three can be seen as a left adjoints to appropriate forgetful functors. There has also been
progress on understanding the powerdomains from the point
of view of logic. Winskel [Win851 showed how each of the
three powerdomains can be characterized using modal formulas under an interpretation in terms of non-deterministic
computations. Abramsky has highlighted many useful connections between domains. topology and logic in his work
on “domains in logical form” [Abr88, Abr87, Abr89] where
he gives a thorough treatment of the logic of the convex
powerdomain.
This body of research has several benefits. First of all it
provides us with much more perspective on why the upper,
lower and convex powerdomain constructions are “natural” and, of course, we are benefited by a deeper understanding of the mathematical properties of the operators
themselves. Such an understanding can assist us, for example, in finding good axioms for programs which can be
given a powerdomain semantics. For this paper, the basic
mathematical theory of powerdomains-in particular. their
logical properties-suggest new constructions which carry
intuitions which are not fully captured by the upper, lower
and convex opemtors. The theory for these latter operators
provides a standard for properties which must be proved for
any new construction. In this paper I will show that many of
these properties can be proved for the new operator which
I will present.
This paper is divided into five sections. After this in-

troductory discussion the second section defines a PCF-like
programming language with a non-deterministic choice operator. The denotational semantics for the language using
powerdomains is described. It is’ argued that there is an
intuitive relationship between meanings of programs given
using partial and total correctness interpretations which can
be partly captured by a binary relation between the upper
and lower powerdomains. This binary relation can itself bc
viewed as a powerdomain called the mixed powerdomain.
The third section discusses the domain-theoretic properties
of the mixed powerdomain in some detail. It is shown
that the mixed powerdomain can be extended to a continuous functor M which can appear in recursive domain
equations. It is shown that M is distinct from the convex
(Plotkin) powerdomain but, like the convex powerdomain,
does not preserve the bounded completeness property of
Scott domains. It is shown that the upper and lower powerdomains can be embedded into the mixed powerdomain,
while the convex powerdomain is isomorphic to an easyto-understand subdomain. On the other hand the mixed
powerdomain is isomorphic to a simple subdomain of the
lattice of Scott open subsets of the convex powerdomain.
The fourth section introduces the concept of a mix algebra
and shows how the mixed powerdomain can be characterized in terms of mix algebras. An open problem concerning
the algebraic properties of the emptyset in powerdomains is
discussed in this context and it is shown that the emptyset
can be cleanly accommodated using the ideas for the mixed
powerdomain. The fifth section discusses an extension of
the programming language given in the second section by
adding a second flavor of non-deterministic choice. An operational semantics for this new construct is defined and
discussed. It is then shown how the idea embodied in the
now construct and its operational semantics can be captured
denotationally using the mixed powerdomain.

2

Powerdomain semantics for a simple non-deterministic programming
language.

In this section, I will describe a simple programming language similar to the language PCF of Plotkin [PI0771 but
including a (boundedly) non-deterministic choice primitive.
A semantics using a “generic” powerdomain is then given
to illustrate how the specific choice of powerdomain need
not affect the form of the semantic equations (although the
meanings of programs will depend on the choice of certain
domains and operators). I will then discuss the question
of how the semantics using the upper and lower powerdomains could be related. The main goal of the section is to
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from the following axiom and rules:

motivate a relation w between upper and lower powerdomains of a domain D which which has the property that the
interpretation of a expression in one powerdomain must be
in the w relation with the interpretation in the other powerdomain. It will be shown that this relation is preserved by
basic powerdomain operations.
The abstract syntax for the raw terms of our sample language is given as follows:
x
z
s
e

E
E
::=
::=

H, x : s, H’ I- x : s
H, x:sl-e:l
HkAx:s,e:s+t
HI-e:s-+t

Variable
IntegerNumeral
int 1 boo1 1 s -+ s 1
z 1plus 1 times 1negation I
true 1 false 1 andalso 1not 1
equals 1 lessthan 1
x : s 1 Ax : s. e 1 e(e) 1
~2 : s. e I if e then e else e / e or e

HI-e’:s
H t- e(e’) : t

H, x:st-e:s

Htp:s.e:s
Hte:bool

H I- e” : s
Hte’:s
H k if e then e’ else e” : s

HI-e:s

H te’:s

Hteore’:s
The symbols 1: and z range over syntactic classes of variables and infeger numerals respectively. The lype expressions are those of the simple typed lambda-calculus with
two base types integer and boolean. The language of expressions is basically the simple typed lambda calculus with
recursion ~12: s. e, a branching construct if e then e else e,
and a collection of basic operations. What makes the language particularly of interest here is the fact that it also
includes a non-deterministic branching construct el or eg.
We will give a semantics to derivable sequcnts of the
form H I- e : s where e is a raw term and H is a type conlext
x1 : sl, . . , I, : s, where the variables zi are distinct and
include all of the free variables of e. A program of the
language will be a term e : s with no free variables such
that I- e : s is derivable in the calculus which will now
be described. First of all, the basic constants have types
assigned as follows:

The following rules define our intended operational semantics for the most interesting constructs in the calculus:
Xx. e 3 Ax. e
e * Xx. en

e’ 3 c’
e(e’) 3 c

[c’/x]e” * c

el *true
e2 =k c
if el then e2 else e3 + c
el =s false
e3 * c
if el then e2 else eg =+-c
el * c
el or e2 * c

-22* c
el or e2 * c

[px. e/z]e 3 c
px.ejc

H t- z : int
H I- plus : int - (int -* int)
E-II- times : int - (int --+ int)
H t- negation : int - int
H I- true : boo1
H t- false : boo1
H t- andalso : bool -+ (boo1 -+ bool)
H I- not : boo1 -+ boo1
H t- equals : int + (int - bool)
H t lessthan : int - (int --) boot)

Note that the function applications are evaluated in applicative order and evaluation is non-deterministic becauseof the
last two rules.
I will now outline a semantics using powerdomains for
the language just presented. Let P be a powerdomain operator. Types are given a meaning as domains as follows:
l

Functions such as addition have been written in “curried”
form to make the semantic functions a bit simpler to define.
Types for the expressions of the calculus must be derived

l

int* = P(Z,) where Z is the discrete poset of integers.
bool’ = P(l31) where B is a discrete poset with two
elements tf and jJ.

0 (s -t t)’ = P((b~-+t*)~)

where P(o) E s*.

Becauseof the choice construct e1 or e2, every program has
a set of possible values that may result from its evaluation.
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10 t- e : s]p. The semantic function on the seqents is
defined by induction on structure of &ms as follows:

UP

l

n
0

down

Interpretation for variables:
[r-r, x : s, H’ I- x : $3 = p(x)

n
0

l

The interpretation for lambda-terms:
[Ht-Ax:s.e:s+-t]p

= {lup(Acf : CY.[H,

D

DL

3:: s I- e : w&4w40

where P(a) z s*.
0 The interpretation for function application:

Figure 1: The Iift of a cpo.

[H I- e(e’) : l]p = ext(F)[H
Hence, each type must be interpreted as a powerdomain of
values. Given domains D and E, I have written Do-+ E
for the domain of strict (I-preserving) continuous functions
and Dl for the lift of D obtained by adding a new least element. The interpretation of functions as (sets of) lifted strict
functions reflects the operational rules for the evaluation of
lambda-expressions and applications as given above.
For example, the interpretation plus* of the addition
function is a the singleton element

t- e : s - t]p

where F : (s’ cw t*)~ t t’ is defined by
I- e’ : s]p.

F(f) = ext(strict(down(f)))[H
with
strict(f)(z)

=

{

f(z)
I

if I #I
if2:z-L.

0 The interpretation for recursion:
WP(Xn : Zl. @P(X m : ZI. {lm + nD)D)D
[H~px:s.t?:s]p=

in the domain

Qdi
i=O

(int 4 (int --* int))*
= f-Y& - P((?l -

qzL))L

where do = (11D E s* and I$+~ = [H,

))I)

x

:sk e:

sllP[dilxl-

The brackets {I . 0 represent the singleton operation associated with the powerdomain and the function ext extends a function f : D --3 P(E) to a function
eXt( f) : P(D) + P(E). The map up is a non-strict continuous function which takes a value to the corresponding
value in the lifted domain. There is a function down which
goes in the opposite direction. Figure 1 provides an illustration. The reason that the interpretation of a lambdaexpression is lifted is to insure that the interpretation will
not identify the terminating program Xz : s. I with the
non-terminating program 1.
In general, the interpretation of a sequent H t- e : s
is a function which assigns to each H-environment p a
value [H I- e : sjp in s*. An H-environment is a function
which assigns to each variable Xi in the context H = x1 :
: s,, an element p(xi) of the domain
Sl,...jXi
:Si,...aX”
s;.
So, for example, we have

l

The interpretation for branching:
[H I- if e then e’ else e” : S]P
= ext(f)[H t= e : booljp
where f : P(Bl

-+ s* is given by

W-D
[H I- e’ : s]p
f(x) =
1 [IH I- e” : s]p
l

ifI:=
if x = tf
if x = ff

Finally, the interpretation for non-deterministic choice:
[H I- e or e’ : sIfp = [H t- e : s]pU [If t- e’ : s]p
where U is the union operation for the powerdomain.

Naturally, there are some theorems that need to be proved
about the relationship between the denotational semantics
using the powerdomain and the operational semantics of the
language. What these relationships are will depend on the
choice of powerdomain. The statment and proof of such results would probably be a tractable and interesting research

[H F plus : int + (int + int)]p = plus*
for any context H and H-environment p. For an expression
e with no free variables, we may write [e : s] rather than
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problem (I know of very few such results in the literature
for anything other than the convex powerdomain) but it is
not my purpose to explore any such result for the upper
and lower powerdomains in this paper. However, I will
return to this topic for the new powerdomain introduced in
the next section. My reason for writing things out in this
way was to illustrate that the semantics can be given in
terms of the three basic powerdomain operators: singteton
{I . D, union M and extension ext. Given a domain D, let
UD and CD be the upper and lower powerdomains of D
respectively (1 will give precise definitions of these below).
Each of the two powerdomains will have its own associated singleton, union and extension operators. Hence, we
can assume that the semantic function 1.1 takes the choice
of powerdomain P as a parameter. Let [,I’ and [.Jb be notations for Ihe semantic functions on our language in terms
of the upper and lower powerdomains respectively. (The
notation is meant to be mnemonic: the sharp symbol d is
used for the upper powerdomain and the flat symbol b for
the [ower powerdomain.)
Although the upper and lower powerdomains give rise to
different interpretations of our language, it is reasonable to
expect that there is a close relationship between [e : s]fl and
[e : s]“. Naturally, some relationship should follow from
the appropriate theorems matching the operational semantics of the language with the two respective powerdomain
semantics. However, is it possible to formulate a purely
semantic relationship between these I[.]’ and [.Jb?
Let us consider a few examples before proceeding to a
full collection of rigorous definitions. The interpretation
of the type of integers using the upper powerdomain is
csscndally the set of all finite subsets of Z together with a
set {I}. The interpretation of the type of integers using Lhe
lower powerdomain is the set of all subsets of Z together
with {I}.
One of the primary differences between the
interpretations will be the fact that sun {I} = {I} whereas
s U’ {I} = s (using an obvious notation for the unions in
the two powerdomains). Suppose, for example, that [e :
int]” = { 1,2}. From this, we expect that e never diverges
but may yield 1 or 2 as the result of its evaluation; so we will
also have [e : intJb = { 1,2). On the other hand, if [e : intlb
is the set of all even integers, then e may perform arbitrarily
long evaluationsand may therefore also diverge. Thus [e :
int]” = {I}. Is there a way to make these arguments which
does not appeal Lo the intended operational semantics, but
instead uses some basic semantic relationship between the
two interpretations? What I would like is a relation w on
U(int) x L(int) such that [e : int]fip w [e : intnbp for any
program e of integer type. For integers, it is possible to
show that the least relation w such that
l

sw

s

0 {-L}wtforanyiCZ
has this property.
In order to carry this discussion further and generalize
the relation w to general types, it is essential to provide
some rigorous definitions. A pre-order is a set A together
with a binary relation 2 which is reflexive and transitive
(but not necessarily anti-symmetric). We sometimes write
x 5 y when y 2 x. Given a pre-ordering A, we define
three pre-orderings on finite non-empty subsets P; A of A
as follows. Suppose U, v E PTA, then
l

u 2.Dv iff for every z E u there is a y E v such that
x 2 y,

0 uzb v iff for every y E o there is a I E u such that
x 2 y,

It is easy to check that each of these relations is, in fact, a
pre-ordering. These are called the upper, lower and convex
orderings respectively. Given a pre-order A and x c A, let
1x = {b E A 1 b 15 a for some a E x). A subset z C .4
is an ideal if it is directed and x = Lx. For a pre-order
A, let idl(A) be the domain (i.e. algebraic cpo) of ideals
on A, ordered by subset inclusion. For any domain D, let
KD be the basis of compact elements of D. The upper
powerdomain UD is defined to be the domain of ideals
idl((KD)g).
The lower powerdomain LD is idl((KD)b)
and the convexpowerdomain is idl((KD)b).
Recall the following definitions for the singleton and
union operations on the upper and lower powerdomains:
{IXD” = {u 132 E u. a E x}
{IxDb = {u 1vu E u. a E x}
ri3b={w)uUv~’
w for some u E r and u E s)

&JbS=(W~UUv~b

w

for some u E T and

v

E s}

In general, I will put in the superscripts only to emphasize
the types of the operations-usually the type will be clear
from the context. In addition to these operations, we must
define how the extension operation ext used in the semantic
equations earlier are defined for each of the powerdomains.
Theorem 1 Let D and E be domains. For any continuous
f : D -+ U E, the map f : U D + U E given by

is the unique continuous, &preserving function which completes the following diagram:

for any finite s 2 Z, and
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2. Suppose 1~E r bli rt and ZJE sUb s’. By the definitions of the union operations in the respective powerdomains, there arc elements p E r, p’ E r’, q E s, and
qt E s’ such that u Zfl p U pt and ZI ;Sb q U qt. Since
r w s, there is a w E s such that p 5’ w and q zb w.
Similarly, since rt w s’, there is a w’ E s’ such that
p’ 22 W’ and qt 5’ wt. Now, p U p’ 5.D w U zu’ and
q u q’ zb w u w’ so u 5.” w u wt and ZI zb w u w’.
Since w u w’ E s IJ s’, we are done.

Theorem 2 Let D and E be domains. For any continuous

f

: D -+ LE, the map f : CD -+ CE given by

f(r) = U{f(m)ub

3. Let u E f^(r) and v E j(s). By the definitions of
i and jr, there are sets u’ = {al-, . . . , a, } E I’ and
v’= {bl,... , bm} E s such that

...Ub f(a,) I {al,. . . ,a,) E r)

is rhe unique continuous, ub -preserving function which completes ihe following diagram:

uEf(ul)bl’...LJ8f(Qn)

v E g(bl) Mb . . bib g(b,)
D

f
u*D
T\ f
LD -------c

Since r ca s, Lhere is a w = {q,. . . ,c,} E s such
that ut 5’ w and v’ zb w. Thus 21E r’ = f(q)brf
* . . tr” f (cl) and v E s’ = y(q) Ub . . . Ub g(q). But
f (ti) w g(ci) for each j 5 1, SO rt w S’ by part (2)
above. Now 21E r’ and v E s’ so there is some w’ E s’
such that u 51 w’ and v $ wt. But S’ C j(s)
so we
are done. 1

J’-E

We now express the desired relationship between upper
and lower powerdomains:
Definition: For any domain D, define a binary relation w
on U D x LD by r w s iff for every u E 1’and v E s, there
is a v’ E s such that u 5.Dv’ and v 5’ v’. 1
The relation is actually more intuitive than its technical definition suggests. This intuition is best understood
through some of the results which will be offered in the next
section. For the purposes of this section. we simply prove
that the w relationship is preserved by the basic powerdomain operators which were used to build of the meanings
of programs in our sample programming language above.
Proposition 3 Let D and E be domains. Then
1. (1~~’ w (IxDbfor
2.

each x E D.

3 The mixed powerdomain.
In this section we study in some detail the subset w of
U D x CD. What we will show is that this subset can itself
be viewed as a powerdomain having many of the pleasing
properties of !he upper, lower and convex powerdomains
but distinct from each of these.
Definition: Let (A,Z) be a pre-order. A mix (on A) is a
pair (u, v) E PJ A x P; A of finite non-empty sets such rhat
v 2-f u. Define M”A to be the set of mixes on A under
the pre-order given by taking (u, V) 2 (ut, v’) iff u ~1 u’
and v Zb d. As with other pre-orders, we write E 5 y if
y z z. We also write I E y if z 5 y and 3: 2 y. The mixed
powerdomain MD is the domain of ideals idl(MOKD). 1

if

r, r’ E UD and s, s’ E CD and r w rt and s w s’,
lhen run r’ w sUb s’.

As aside on uniformity of notation, we might have written
A(nlb) for Mod4 by analogy to the notations /in and A”.

Similarly, Z(itlb) would be another possible notation for 2.
A closely related structure known as the sandwiches powe&main has been studied in the setting of databases:

3. if f : D -+ UE and g : D ---t LE satisfy f(x) w g(x)
for each 2 E D, rhen f(r) w B(s) whenever r w s. I

1. Suppose u E jtbf
and 21E {IzDb. Let w =
Proof:
(u II x) u v. Since w & t and x is an ideal, there
is an a E x such that b 5 a for each b E w. Now
{u} E {IxDb and u 5.’ (u} and v 5’ {u).

Definition: A sandwich is a pair (u,v) E P;A x Pj.4
such that there is a set w E P; A such that G ZD u and
w 2’ v. The sandwich powerdomain of a domain D is the
ideal completion of the set of sandwiches over KD under
the ordering (u, v) 2 (u’, v’) iff u 21 u’ and v 2’ 2r’. 1
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Figure 2: A mixed powerdomain element (u, v) is illustrated
above. The elements of the set u are indicated as closed
circles (dots). They determine a shaded upper set within
which the elements of v must lie. The elements of v are
represented as open circles.

Figure 3: A sandwich (u, v) is illustrated above. The elements of the set u are indicated as closed circles (dots).
They determine a shaded upper set. The elements of v are
represented as open circles: each element of v is required to
have an upper bound in the shaded region.

Obviously, any mix is a sandwich. Moreover, sandwiches
have a number of pleasing properties that make them an
interesting possible alternative to the convex powerdomain.
For example, the sandwich powerdomain of a bounded complete domain (sometimes called a “Scott domain”) is again
a bounded complete domain.
However, the following proposition partialiy motivates
our interest in mixes:

Lemma 5 Let A be a pre-order and suppose E is a domain.

Proposition 4 For any domain D, MD
the subset w of UD x CD. 1

is isomorphic

If f : A --+ E is monotone, then there is a unique continuous
function f’ which completes the following diagram
A

to

f\

domains

are called

“profinite

domains”

f’

idI(A)----

Does the w relation really enjoy the nice technical properties that the usual powerdomain operators do? The answer
to this question is “yes”. In this section I will sketch some
of the results which show this. I will try to keep the discussion as self-contained as possible, but the reader will need
to know some domain theory in order to follow. Most of
the necessary background can be found in [SP82], [Gun871
and [GS88]. Proofs and technical details of the results about
the mixed powerdomain can be found in [Gun89].
The first step is to show how to define a continuous mixed
powerdomain functor on the category of domains (i.e. algebraic cpo’s and continuous functions). This functor will
take finite pose& to finite pose@ and hence it cuts down
to a continuous functor on bifinite domains’ which is the
largest (and most robust) cartesian closed category of domains. In the next section, we will look at domains that
have a bottom element; this will be explicitly stated when
it is needed.
The following lemma is a quite useful way to define
functions between algebraic cpo’s:
1 Bifinite

f

1u

E

In particular, a continuousfunction
f : D -+ E between domains D and E is uniquely determined by its restriction to
l<D.I

Now, recall that MD = idl(M”(KD))
and suppose
f : D --+ E is a continuous function between domains D
and E. For any x E M(D) we define M(f)(t)
to be the
set of pairs (u', v') E M”( K E) such that there is a pair
(u, v) E 1: for which
(f”(u),

f’(v)> ?I (6 v’)

where f*(u) and f*(v) are the images of u and TJrespectively under the function f. It can be shown that this
makes sense and M(f) is a continuous function from MD
into ME. Suppose g : E + F is another continuous function, then it is also possible to show that M(y o f)(z) =
= idmfDj, where ido
M(dW(f)W).
S’mce M(ido)
and idNIDl are the identity maps on D and M(D) respectively, it follows that M is an endofunctor on the category
of domains and continuous functions. Indeed, we have the
following

in (Gun87].
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Lemma 6 If f 5 g, then M(f)

5 M(g).

recred subset of D + E, then M(VM)

If M is a di-

= VM(M).

I

Hence, the methods discussed in {SP82] can be used to
show that M defines a continuous functor on domains (with
continuous functions or embeddings).
Now that the mixed powerdomain has been established as
a continuous functor on bifinite domains, we may conclude
that it can be used in any of the domain equations that are
used with other powerdomains. This leaves a shopping list
of questions about its technical similarity with the other
operators:

0

0
Upper

0
Lpwer

Figure 5: Upper and lower powerdomains of the (ruth value
cpo.

1. Is the mixed powerdomain also closed on smaller categories, such as the bounded complete algebraic cpo’s
(Scott domains)?
2. Are the other powerdomains embedded in the mixed
powerdomain?
3. Do any of the topological and freeness theorems that
hold for the upper, lower and convex powerdomains
have an analog that holds for the mixed powerdomain?
4. Can the mixed powerdomain be used for the semantics
of non-deterministic programming languages?
I will provide at least a partial answer to each of these
questions.
Perhaps the most striking property of the mixed powerdomain is an anomaly which it shares with the convex
powerdomain: it does not preserve the property of bounded
complefeness. For example, the poset displayed in Figure 4 is bounded complete, but its mixed powerdomain is
not.” This fact, and other similarities between the mixed
and convex powerdomains make it natural to ask whether
these operators might actually be isomorphic. Given a preorder A, it is clear that there is a nice monotone map from
A” into MDA defined by u I-+ (u,u). This map is an
order-embedding, i.e. for each U, v E Ah,
21$ v iff (u, u) 5 (21,v).
Could this be an isomorphism? Let me attempt an intuitive
answer to this question before actually providing a rigorous
proof. Consider the truth value cpo T displayed in Figure 5. It has three elements, t for true, f for false and 0
(i.e. I) for truth value “unknown”. The upper and lower
powerdomains of T are also displayed there with equivalent
elements identified and representatives of the equivalence
classes tagging the nodes. In the upper powerdomain, the
set { 1, f} is a partial description with three possible “refinements”. In the lower powerdomain, the set {t} can be
2Theexampleis dueto PeterBuneman.

0
convex

(0.0)
Mixed

Figure 6: The convex and mixed powerdomains of the truth
value cpo are nor isomorphic. The order-embedded image
of the convex powerdomain in the mixed powerdomain is
indicated with open circles in rhejigure or? the right. The two
points not in the image of this order-embedding are indicated
with closed circles.

seen as a partial element with two possible refinements.
The mixed powerdomain element ({i,J), {t)) can be seen
as a partial element which has three possible refinements,
namely itself (which I’m counting as a refinement for now)
andthetotalmixedelements ({t),{l})and
({1,f},{1:f}).
These last two elements are total desccptions of the sets { 1)
and {t, f}. I claim that there is no counterpart to this partial
description in the convex powerdomain. The only potential
candidate is the set (0,2}, but the order-embedded element
({O,t},{O,t})
is strictly less less than ({t,f},{t})
in the
mixed powerdomain and has the partial element (0: (1, f } )
as a refinement, whereas this element is incomparable to
((1, f }, {i}). The reader may find it helpful to go through
this discussion while looking at the Hasse diagrams of the
convex and mixed powerdomains of T which appear in
Figure 6. In any case, it is clear from the pictures (which
are my rigorous proof) that these posets are not isomorphic
since the convex powerdomain has 7 elements whereas the
mixed powerdomain has 9.
To use the mixed powerdomain for the semantics of programming languages, it is essential to define a colIection
of auxiliary functions such as those ordinarily associated
with the powerset operation. There are two such operations which are of primary interest. The mixed powerdo-

a

b

C

d

Figure 4: The four elements indicated in the picture on the right show that the mixed powerdomain of the bounded complete
domain pictured on the left is not bounded complete. The two mixes at the bottom have no least upper bound, since the two
mixes indicated above them are minimal upper bounds.
main union is a function u : MOA x MoA --t MDA. If
u = (d,ub) and u = (tit, ub) are elements of Ma A, their
union is defined as follows:
u&J u = (u’ u V’,Ub u ub).
To see that this makes sense, we must first show that uu TJ
is an element of the mixed powerdomain of A. Suppose
T E U! urlb. If 1: E ub, then there is an element 2’ E ui such
that z’ 5 2 because ut 5.’ ub. Since a similar fact holds
for elements of ub, it follows that uU II is indeed an element
of ;L@‘A. To see that the union is also monotone, suppose
u~wforsomew~M~A.
ToshowthatuUvkuUw,
we must show that
UNu d 2.’ d u WI

(1)

ab u ub zb Ubu Wb.

(2)

In some sense, the mixed powerdomain is “larger” than
each of the upper, lower and convex powerdomains on those
pre-orders A that have an element L which satisfies I 5 x
for each x E A. To see this, define f : Al + No A by
f(u) = (21,IL}). This function extends to a continuous
embedding from the upper powerdomain into the mixed
powerdomain. Similarly, g : Ab -+ M”A extends to a continuous embedding embedding from the upper powerdomain into the mixed powerdomain.
On the other hand, the mixed powerdomain of D may
be viewed as a certain kind of open subset of the convex
powerdomain of D. To see this, first recall the definition
of the Scott topology on a cpo. The following notation is
useful:
Notation: Given a pre-order A and a subset u C A, define

and

tu = {x E A 1x 2 y for some y E u}
yforsomeyEff)(
lu:={xEA(x5

For the former inequation, suppose 3: E d u 2~1 We must
show that there is an x’ E I& U VI such that x’ 2 E. If
I E up, then this is immediate since we can take x’ = 2.
If 3: E wt, then there is an x’ E ut such that x’ 5 x
because of the mixed powerdomain ordering. This establishes inequation l;‘a similar argument may be used to show
inequation 2. To show the monotonicity of IJ in the other
argument is also similar. The mixedpowerdomain singleton
is a function {I . 5 : A -+ M OA given by taking

Definition:

Let D be a cpo. A set U 2 D is Scott open if

1. U = TV and
2. whenever M C D is directed and V M E U, then
MnU#0.1
The following is a basic fact about the poset of open subsets:
Lemma 7 Let D be a domain. Then the poset RD of Scott
open subsets of D ordered by subset inclusion is an algebraic lattice such that U E K D iff there is a finite set
u 2 KD such that U = fu. 1

{IXD = (bH4)
for each 2 E A. The proof that this is well defined and
monotone is straight-forward. Of course, the union and
singleton can be be defined as continuous functions

We can now express the desired property. Recall that an
order-embedding fl : D + E is a continuous function such
that 2: = y iff J(X) = f(y) for z,y E D.

bl:MDxMD--,MD
{)+D-+MD

Proposition 8 There is an order-embedding from MD into
the Scott open subsets of CD.

using Lemma 5 on the basis KD of D.
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ProoT: Let f : MO(KD)

+ KQ(CD) lx given by

By Lemma 7, the value of f on a pair (u, V) is, in fact, a
compactopen subsetbecause
f(u,w) = i{w 1w E w E I.4u w}.
Moreover, f is clearly monotone. Now, supposef(tl, V) =
f(u’, II’). We must show that (u, V) z (d,d).
Since
(uuw,uuv)
E f( u’, 21’). we must have U' 5' u u V.
But ‘u U v zt U, so u’ 5.” u. A similar argument shows
that u 51 d. We also have (w, V) f f(u’, v’) so v’ Zb V-.
and a similar argument for v zb v’. By Lemma 5, the
monotone function f extends to a unique continuous function f’ : MD + G!(CD). The function f’ will be an orderembedding since f is. fl

4 Algebraic characterization of the
mixed powerdomain.
One of the most challenging problems for new powerdomain constructionshasbeen the discoveryof the appropriate
algebraicstructuresto capturethe their essentialfeatures. In
the caseof the convex powerdomain, the first intuitions-as
described in [Plo76]--came from the semanticsof parallel
computation. Although [Plo76] describesall of the relevant
algebraic operations, it was only later, in [HP791 that the
convex powerdomain was characterized in terms of these
operationstogethera simple set of equationalaxioms which
they satisfy. At the same time, the upper and lower powerdomainswere also thus characterizedusing the samealgebraic signaturebut additional inequational axioms. Such
characterizationsare now treated as a standardelement of
the general methodology of semantics(see [Hen881 as an
example of this). Unfortunately, no characterizationof this
kind has yet been found for the sandwichespowerdomain
and this remains an open question. However, in this section, I will demonstratean algebraic characterizationof the
mixed powerdomain in terms of a kind of structure called
a mix algebra.
One problem which has arisen in the study of powerdomains for concurrency is how to derive a powerdomain
which includes an emptysetelement. This was missingfrom
our earlier discussion where we always assumed that sets
were non-empty. If we were to allow the emptysetas an element of the convex powerdomain, for example,we would
have the problem that it is unrelated to other elements under the convex ordering. In particular, a powerdomain with
emptysetwould not have a least element. Given the importance of least elements for the solution of recursive equa-

tions, this straight-forward approach to adding an emptyset is unsatisfactoryfor the semanticsof programming languages. The problem is generaly rectified by “adding the
empty set onto the side” of the convex powerdomain. So
the emptyset element is related only to the least element.
This approach seemsacceptablein the sensethat it makes
a reasonablesemanticspossible, but it makesa messof the
algebraic characterizationof the powerdomain. The simple
problem is this, if we add an axiom which says that the
least element is less than the empty element, the the least
element is part of our signature and is therefore preserved
by any of the homomorphismswhich we construct. But this
is not desirable since there may well be terms in the language whose intended interpretation’is non-strict (i.e. does
not sendthe least elementof its domain to the least element
of its range). In fact, it can be shown that this problem has
no acceptablesolution with the simplest signature and axioms; we sketch a proof of this impossibility later.
Another goal of this section is to show how the problems
with the algebraic properties of powerdomains with emptyset can resolved by using the mixed powerdomain with
emptyset. To anticipate the basic idea, consider the nature
of the emptysetas a piece of partial information about a set.
The information content of the emptyset as upper information is quite different from its significance as lower information. In the upper powerdomain ordering, the emptyset
is totally descriptive-it meansthat the set being described
has no members, On the other hand, in the lower powerdomain ordering, the emprysetis totally nondescriptive-it
meansthat no element is known to be in the set being described. In the case that the underlying domain has a least
element I, even the singleton set {I} is more informative
under the lower ordering than the emptyset. Now, in the
mixed powerdomain with emptyset,the mix ({I}, 0) is the
leas! element. Even the element ((I}, {I}) is more informative, since this latter element describesonly non-empfy
sets! In the mixed powerdomain, the emptyset (t&0) is a
total (maximal) elementwhich describesthe unique set with
no members.
A mix algebra (with unit) is a pre-order N together with
a monotonebinary operation * : N x N + N, a monotone
unary operation 0 : Iv -+ N and a constant e E N which
satisfy the following nine axioms
1. associativity: (r * s) + t ;5 r * (s *t)
2. commutativity: r * s i;; s * r
3. idempotence: s + s N s
4. unit: e * s z s * e z s
5.
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q(s* r) zs(Us)* (Or)

6. 00s .z OS

A

{I.D
T\

7. 5 * (Us) N s
8. OS 2 s

f+
M;A----e-q

9. s*(Ur)5s
A homomorphism between mix algebras M and N is a
monotone function f : M -t N such that f(r*s) z (f(r))*
(f(s)) and f(0r) z Of(r) and f(e) z e. A continuous
mix algebra is a mix algebra (N, +, 0, e) where N is a
domain and *, 0 am continuous. A homomorphism of
continuous mix algebras is a continuous homomorphism of
mix algebras.
As the reader is probably aware, the first four axioms
are the axioms for’a semi-lattice with unit. Given a mix
algebra N, the binary operation * on N induces a semilattice pre-ordering c given by r c s iff r * s z s. It
is important not to confuse this subset ordering with the
ordering 5 of partial information since these orderings will
rarely coincide. Note, in particular, that axiom (7) says that
0 is a closure operation with respect to c.
Definition:

Let (A,z)

M;A

f

Proof: See [Gun891. I
Corollary 10 Let D be a domain. Suppose N is a continuous mix algebra. For any continuous f : D --t N, there is
a unique homomorphism f + : MD --+ N which completes
the following diagram:
D

{I’D f
T\
MD -:--mm-,
f+

N

Proof: Let f. be the restriction of f to KD. By Theorem 9, there is a homomorphism fof : MiD -+ N of mix
algebras such that f$ o (1.D = fo. By Lemma 5, this homemorphism has a unique extension to a continuous function
f+ : MD -+ N which satisfies the desired diagram. This
map will be a homomorphism. 1

be a pre-order. We define

= {(u,u) E PfA x PjA 1v 2” U}

and define (u, V) 2 (u’, v’) iff u 21 u’ and w Zb v’. Let us
refer to (Mi A, 2) as the mixed powerdomain with emptyset. 1
Given a domain D, define 0 : Mi(KD) -+ Mi(KD)
as 0 : (u,u) c-r (~~0). We show that (I\‘D,U, q J,(0,0)) is
a mix algebra. Axioms (l)-(4) are immediate consequences
of the definition of bl. To prove (5), let (11,U) and (u’, v’)
be elements of Mi(KD).
Then q ((u,v) U (u’,~‘)) z

q(uUu’,21Ud)
= (uuu’,$) = (u,0)W(u’,0)
= q(7A,v)W
U(U’, u’). Axiom (6) is immediate from the definition of 0.
For axiom (7), (u, v)bl( O(U, v)) z (U U u, v U 0) z (u, v).
To see axiom (8), note that 0 5’ v for any ZI.For axiom (9),
(u,Y)W(O(U’,V’)) z (uUu’,v) 5 (u,v) since uuu’ (t u.
From this proof that (KD,U,O,(0,0))
is a mix algebra, it follows that (D,tl, 0, e) is a continuous mix algebra, where W and 0 are the unique continuous extensions of
the corresponding operations on KD and E is the principal
ideal generated by (0,0).

N

The reader familiar with category theory will naturally
recognize that Corollary 10 can be restated as foltows: The
mixed powerdomain is left adjoint to the forgerfur functor
from the category of continuous mix algebras and continuous homomorphisms to the category of domains and continuous functions. Several other results such as this are
known for powerdomains. The most interesting of these is
Theorem 11 below.
Definition: A continuous semi-latrice is a domain N together with a binary operation * which satisfies the axioms
(l)-(3) for mix algebras. A homomorphism of continuous
semi-lattices M, N is a continuous function h : M v N
such that h(r * s) z h(r) * h(s). 1
The following Theorem is proved in [HW9]:
Theorem 11 (Hennessy and Plotkin) The cunvex powerdomain is left adjoint to the forgetful functor from the category of continuous semi-lattices (with bottom) and homomorphisms to the category of domains (with bottom) and
continuous functions. 1

Theorem 9 Let A be a pre-order. Suppose N is a mix algebra. For any monotone f : A -, N, there is a t.&ique
homomorphism f+ : MiA -+ N which completes the following diagram.
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Both of these maps are homomorphisms so we must have
f+ = h o g = k o g. But this is clearly false, since the two
compositions are not equal. 1

Definition: A continuous semi-lattice with unit is a continuous semi-lattice with a cokant e which satisfies axiom
(4) for mix algebras. A homomorphism of continuous semilattices M, N with unit is a homomorphism of continuous
semi-lattices which sends the unit of M to the unit of N. 1

Proposition 13 The mixed powerdomain is left adjoint to
the forgerfui functor from the category of continuous mix algebras with bottom to the category of domains with bottom.

The following proposition appears as an exercise
in [plo82] (see Exercise 101 on page 52 of the chapter
Nondeterminism and Parallelism):
Proposition 12 (Plotkin) There is no left adjoint to theforgetful functor from continuous semi-lattices with unit and
bottom to that of domains with bottom.

Proof: This is immediate from Corollary 10 since the
mixed powerdomain of a domain D has a least element
given as the principal ideal generated by ({I ), 0). 1
,

The big union function is the unique homomorphism l+J
which completes the following diagram

Proof: Suppose that there is a left adjoint to the forgetful
functor and let D be the free continuous semi-lattice with
unit generated by the poset {x} with one element t. Let
I be the semi-lattice with unit that has two elements I, 2
withI~~:andI*t=I.Letfbethemapfrom{~}to
Z which sends t to 1. We demonstrate a contradiction by
showing that for no map u is there a unique homomorphism
f+ which completes the diagram

MD
id

(1 . D
f\
MMD

-LMD

where id is the identity function. It it straight-forward to
calcuiate it using the definitions of the mix algebra operations [Gun89].

{xl
f

U

t\
f+
D -----w-c

5
1

Now, let T be the poset with three distinct elements e, 2, I
with I 5 e and I 5 2. This poset can be given the structure of a semi-lattice with unit e by defining x * I = 1.
Since D is freely generated by (23, there is a homomorphism g : D --t T which sends the image of 2’ under u to
1: E T. If e is the unit of D, then g(e) = e. Since g
is monotone, this means u(z) is incomparable to e in D
and, consequently, g(l) = 1. Now, consider the map
h : T -+ Z which sends the elements of T constantly to
e = 3: and the map h : T --) I which sends I to 1. The
situation can be illustrated as follows:
x@

Semantics using the mixed powerdomain.

In this section I will examine an extension of the sample
language from Section 2 to include a nkw construct suggested by the algebraic structure investigated in the previous section. A denotational semantics using mix algebras
will be expressed for the expanded language. The language
will be given an operational semantics and a simple relationship between this and the denoiational semantics will
be expressed.
To motivate the constrnct which will be added to the
language below, consider the following specification question. Would an implementation of the construct el or e2
which always chose el be considered acceptab!e? This depends on our attitude toward how the operational rules and
denotational equations in Section 2 are to be taken. It is
not unusual for a language specification to leave various
choices to the implementor. However, when we write the
operational rules
el or e2 * c
what we probably mean is that el or e2 sometimes evaluates el and sometimesevaluates e2. In other words, each of

I
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e * Xx. e”

Ax. e 3 Xx. e

e’ * c’
e(e’) =C-c

[c’/x]e” * c

el 3 true
e-2* c
if el then e2 else e3 3 c

el * false
eg a c
if el then e2 else eg j c

el * c
el or e2 * c

e2 * c
el or e2 =3 c

el 3 c
el Oez=kc

e2 * c
el ne2Sc
[px. e/x]e * c
px. e =3 c

e*c
e+c

Figure 7: Operational semantics for the language with the 0 operator.
el and ez is actually realized as a possibility in the evaluation. But supposethis is not what is meant, and it is really
left to the implementor to decide whether the languagedefined earlier is truely non-deterministic. How are we to
express this distinction? Let us introduce another choice
construct written ei •Iez with the following meaning: any
implementationmust sometimesevaluatethe expressione1,
but whether the evaluation of es will sometimesoccur is
dependenton the particular implementation. But how can
we expressthis kind of distinction operationalty and denotationally? It seems that there are basically two kinds of
operational rules: those which must be implemented and
those which may be implemented. We can deal with this
problem by distinguishing two classesof operational rules:
“may rules” and “must rules”. As for the denotationalequations, such distinctions are not new to research in the semantics of non-determinism; the distinctions between the
powerdomains are meant to be used for just this kind of
purpose.
The raw terms are those of the languagedetincd earlier,
together with a new binary infix operator 0 which allows
us to form expressionsof the form eiUe2 where ei and
e2 are raw terms. The. new operator obeys the following
typing rule:
HI-e’:s
HI-e:s

The operational semanticshas the following relations:
e34

Theorem 14
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I- e’ : sjp

Cl plus(x)(-1))(2

1. rf e +- c fhen [cl c [e].

Theorem 14 is somewhat weaker than what one could
probably prove about the relationship between the operational and denotational semanticsfor the language we have
presented. However, it does illustrate the basic idea that
mix algebrascan be used as a tool in semanticdescriptions
that go beyond what would be possible with the upper,
lower and convex powerdomains alone.

The operational rules for the calculus are given in Figure 7.
As an example,consider the program
e = (Xx : int. times(z)(x)

e 3 6.

2. Ife ET+c then O[c] c [e]. 1

HI-eOe’:s

q[H

e32

Recall that P c s iff P * s z s. In general we have the
following:

and its intended denotational semanticscan be expressed
with the following semanticequation:
[H I- e q e’ : sjp = [H I- e : s]pbl

e31

0 3)

The denotationalsemanticsof e is the following element of
int’ = M(ZI)
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